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IMPORTANT: If you are in any doubt, STOP and seek professional help. Do not proceed unless you are sure.

5 Place a wall plug into each hole and, if necessary, tap 
them fully into place with a small hammer.

6 Align the holder with the wall plugs and insert the two 
screws.

3 Tighten the lid onto the neck of the bottle.  

To fit your dual soap dispenser holder 
1 Carefully determine where you wish to locate your 

holder: 
• Check that the location is high enough from any 

surface below so that the bottles you will use can 
easily be inserted and removed. 

• Also check that there are no hidden pipes or cables 
where the screw holes will be.

2 Use a spirit level to lightly mark a pencil line for the 
mounting holes.

3 Place the holder against the wall so that the pencil line is 
visible through the two mounting holes. Make a mark in 
the centres of each hole, crossing the horizontal line.

4 If the supplied wall plugs suit the wall surface, use a 
5mm masonry drill bit to drill holes of suitable depth at 
each of the pencil marks. Note: If you are mounting onto 
tiles you will need to use a ceramic tile drill bit first.      

Your dual soap dispenser holder
Your dual soap dispenser holder is constructed from 
quality stainless steel, 2.5mm in thickness. The two wall 
mounting holes are spaced 86mm apart and the two large 
holes can accommodate bottle necks up to 28mm in 
diameter.

7 Use a 2.5mm hex key to tighten the screws.

To fit a soap bottle
1 Unscrew and remove the lid from the bottle.
2 Insert the bottle, neck up, through the hole.


